JVe present fast ancl efficient parallel algorithms for fincling the connected components of an undirected graph.
We can further reduce the number of processors to Assuming that the minimum degree is large, this pro-(rn + n)/ log n. This causes no slowdown if we go to the cess yields a much smaller graph, as we see from the CREW model, but in the EREW model it increases the following lemma running time to O (log n (log log n)z). 6 Using m/ log n Processors
The algorithms described above perform w-01 k which exceeds the optimal by a factor of log n. I-Iere~ve show how this problem can be remedied. We first concentrate on how to use m/ log n + 72 processors. .4fterwarcls, we
show how to deal with using only n/ log n processors. 4
To recluce to m/ log 72 procesors, we note t,ha t~ve use n2 processors for only one purpose: to upclate the eclge list after leaclers have been identified. There ale four phases in this update process:
1.
2.
from only one vertex.
One other small change is that it is necessary for each eclge (i, j) to have a pointer to its twin eclge (j, i) which is ma.intainecl as edges are moved around. 
